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BIT in Practice
Al: Thank you for your service

Instructions

Step 1: Listen to the recording of the case study as you read along with the text below.
Step 2: Discuss the included questions as a team.
Step 3: Watch the video of NaBITA advisory board members talking through how they would handle the case.

The Case Study

Al is a 54-year-old, first-year communication student who served in several military deployments in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. An improvised explosive device (IED) was triggered by the passing of his convoy in 2002, and he 
suffered permanent hearing impairment, lost his left eye, and walks with a profound limp (he uses a cane). 
He has been referred to disability services and veteran services on campus but had some difficulty produc-
ing paperwork for his injuries. Overall, Al struggles with the pace of college, meeting the requests for paper-
work from the veteran’s affairs and disability services offices, understanding the technology requirements 
around recording speeches and accessing online learning modules, keeping up with his syllabi, and sitting in 
class for more than 15 minutes before having to stand up and pace about because of the pain in his leg. 

Al has come to the attention of the campus BIT through two professors who are concerned about his diffi-
culty accessing services and general challenges being prepared for college. When the BIT “pinged” out to 
his other professors, they were much more accommodating, as one had also served in the military and the 
other just generally loved Al and was proud of him for coming back to college after all he has gone through. 
Students have a similar back and forth attitude towards Al. Some support him and find awe in the strength 
he shows coming back to school. Others express frustration at the academic disruptions and how he often 
asks off-topic questions that have a wandering quality. There have been reports of some students teasing 
telling Al: “Sit down, grandpa. We are trying to learn here.” Al often gets into arguments with these students 
that tend to escalate, with him yelling at them or banging his cane on desks. 

Al is struggling, plain and simple. His grades at midterms are heading toward D’s and F’s. His finances are 
limited. He lives off-campus in housing that requires him to take a bus to campus. He has no friends, and 
while often tells people he is Catholic, he does not attend church or have a supportive peer group in that 
area. 

When frustrated, Al raises his voice and smacks his cane on walls and desks. He has not hit anyone or made 
any threats or ultimatums. He would deny depression to anyone who asks him and says, “I’m not going to 
any of that counseling bull-dinky.” The two supportive professors have mentioned Al has a pretty intense 
startle reflex when loud noises occur, has difficulty reading material off slides with his vision impairment, 
and has trouble sleeping. The BIT did receive one report from a student concerned that Al smelled strongly 
of alcohol during class, but this seems to be an isolated report. 
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Discussion

• How would you rate Al on the NaBITA Risk Rubric? Are there other measures you would use at this point?
• What are some ways you could assist Al in accessing support services on campus? What are some other 

departments that might be able to offer Al some help?
• How does the team strike a balance between the needs of the community and Al’s needs?
• What are some ways to help Al feel more comfortable with accessing counseling? 




